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Joy in a Teardrop

I will hold your memories, when you no longer can. When the darkness settles in, I will be there.

Joy in a tear drop, sorrow in a smile;

Chorus

Joy in a tear drop, sorrow in a smile;
living life together, if only for a while.

Tell me your story, I am here, I am here. Let me

help you live your legacy of love.

Joy in a Teardrop
Joy in a Teardrop

Thank you for the privilege of sharing these last days. Your strength became my strength, it’s true. I witnessed your healing, as life comes to an end. I’ll spend these last days. Your strength became my strength, it’s true. I witnessed your healing, as life comes to an end. 

Harmony div.
Joy in a tear drop, sorrow in a smile,

Joy in a tear drop, sorrow in a smile,

Living life together, if only for a while.

Living life together, if only for a while.
Tell me your story, I am here, I am here. Let me tell you.

Tell me your story, I am here, I am here. Let me tell you.

help you live your legacy of love.

help you live your legacy of love.

You spread joy every time you had a chance. May the

You spread joy every time you had a chance. May the
Joy in a Teardrop

Angels in heaven now teach you how to dance.

Joy in a tear drop, sorrow in a smile,

Living life together, if only for a while.
Tell me your story, I am here, I am here. Let me help you live your legacy of love.
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